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Figure 2. Average burnt ratio between 1983-
2005 

trigger index is surpassed , the expected 
indemnity in equation 15 can be expressed as 

(18) E(Payment51 1Zsr > Zsr, Gsr) 

= (Insured Acres)51 

Is Timb er Insurable? 225 

be conditioned using relevant information, 
the premium paid by the insured should be 
actuarially fair. 

We consider a validation study to simulate 
the viability of this insurance plan. Because 
actuarial fairness only depends on the con
ditional probabilities, the choices of Timb er 
Value Per Acre and Prevention Cost will not 
affect program performance. Thus, we assume 
for simplicity, but without loss of generality, 
that the average timber value is identical for 
all counties and years in Florida, which is 
estimated to be $983 per acre (Bronson) . Fire 
prevention cost is assumed to be $112 per 
acre, which roughly corresponds to the labor 
costs (valued at minimum wage) of removing 
excess fuel on a 2,000 square foot plot. 

An important operational issue involves 
specifying the trigger index. Since the typ
ical burnt ratio fluctuates dramatically 
across counties, timber owners from dif
ferent counties might be unwilling to buy an 
insurance policy with a universally constant 

x E { [(Timber Value Per A cre)51 x Zsr + (Prevention Cost) IZsr > Zsr, 8 51 J} 
= (Insured A cres) 51 x (Timber Value Per Acre)sr x E(Zsri Zsr > Zsr, Gsr) 

where 

+ (Prevention Cost), 

E(ZsriZsr > Zsr, Gsr) = exp(J.tsr + a;r/2) 

X ¢ ((1-tsr + a;1 - In Zsr)/asr )/ [1 -

¢((1n Zsr - J..l sr)/<1sr)], given Zsr 

'"""' In N (J.L sr, a;1). 

Th e actuarially fair premiums are: 

(19) Premium51 = E (loss)51 

trigger. Therefore, we assume an insur
ance plan whose provisions are attached 
to the expected burnt ratio. For example, 
if the predicted burnt ratio is estimated 
to be Zsr = 10%16 and the target coverage 
level is C = 80%, the trigger index will be 
Zsr = C x Zsr = 8%. The associated actuari
ally fair premium (equation 19) can then be 

= E(Payment51 IZs1 > Zsr, 8 51 ) X (Premium Rate)51 

= {(Timber Value Per A cre) 51 x exp(J.t51 + a;1/ 2) x ¢((1-tst + a;1 - In Zsr)/asr ) 

+ (Prevention Cost) x [1 - ¢((In Zsr - J.ts1)/ cr51)] x (Insured A cre.s') 51 } . 

The trigger index of the burnt ratio Zsr is 
predetermined and has no influence on the 
conditional wildfire probability. Hence, as 
long as the probability of a fire (i.e. , the dis- 16 The expected burnt ratio zsr is given by zs1 = exp( ... sr + a;,/2) . 

tribution of burnt ratio Zsr ~ InN (J.L sr' a~/)) can given Zsi ~ In N(tt,,; a~, ). 
















